The aim of this research is to produce a critical survey on detecting and extracting human face with the features over the past 10-15 years. Face Detection is one of the most common techniques in various future visual applications, such as teleconferencing, facial recognition systems, biometrics and human computer interface , not only because of the difficult nature of the face as an object, but also because of the myriad applications that require face detection application as a first step . Finally, we offer a facial detection technology based on skin color segmentation as well as the facial features inside it. The determination of the human face as elliptical area was achieved. Meanwhile, several techniques were used such as enhancement, thresholding, edge detections and binarization techniques to achieve the aim of the suggested method. The facial features are detected and extracted inside the elliptical area; these features can be categorized in three parts: Nose, Mouth and lips localization. The features are detected and extracted in the human face based on image processing techniques.
Introduction
One of the most concerted biometric techniques is a face detection, which can be used in many applications such as Identification of persons, access to government institutions, measurement of breathing and surveillance [1] . Human facial extraction techniques are the most important and decisive step within the image processing, artificial intelligent and pattern recognition. The concepts of these techniques are looking for significant information in the human image [2] .
This paper provides a review of the human face detection methods as well as the facial features. The area of the face and features detection become a common in the fields of the research due to their importance and multiple applications. Facial detection and extraction techniques suffer from many limitations that may be have a clear impact on these techniques, such as skin color, facial hair , wearing glasses and facial expressions. Additionally light conditions and the head movements in an image are the most common and difficult problems [3] . The human face is changeable and cannot be easily detected or recognized, this problem complicates computer work with the help of the recognition or detection system [4] . So many researchers have been looking into this area to find advanced ways to develop this field [5] . The methods proposed for human face detection can be categorized into two fields: Feature-based methods and Imagebased methods. Where Feature-based methods are classified in three groups: Active shape model, low level analysis and feature analysis methods while image based methods are classified in three groups: Neural network, Linear Sub Space and Statistical Approach methods [6]. 
FEATURE BASE METHODS
Recognize the objects based on their features. Detect and recognize the human face from the other things based on the human features such as eyes, mouth and nose, and then used this features to detect human face. The statistical classifiers are helps to distinguish between the face and nonface. Although there are many method has been suggested to extract the facial features which illustrated in the literature, most of them faced the limitations such as the lights , low resolution occlusion and noise.
Most research and studies have shown that skin color is an important element of facial detection among other objects although different people have different color skin and it is more cleared when people race is also a measure of evaluation [7] .
2.1
Active Shape Model
Snakes
Snakes or Active contours are usually implemented to locate the boundary of the head, and then the features related to the located boundary can be established by these contours. This can be accomplished by placing the starting point of the snake at the proximity around the head's borders, after the snake stands on the nearby edges and then assumes the shape of the face. F snake is defined as:
The F internal is the internal energy that presents the part that depends on the intrinsic properties of the snake and defines its natural evolution, while the external energy F external responds the internal energy and allows the contours to deviate from the natural evolution and eventually assume the shape of nearby features. Although this method is perfect in detecting human face, it may be faced two limitations such as: a snake doesn't work very well in recognize non convex features because their tendency to link minimum curvature. Also, sometimes part of contour gives incorrect features for some images [8] The recognition technique was achieved by comparing the test image with the database images. Correlation was computed for each feature template; a vector of matching scores for each feature was calculated. The test subject was then classified as the subject with the highest score. This approach introduced a significant method to store the face area by discrimination ability (eyes, nose and mouth in order). This method succeeded in recognizing a number of people, it had some limitations because it deals only with the static and frontal images, so it was unable to deal with head movements. Additionally the illumination must be controlled; the same powerful light was used for the test and data base images.
PDM (Point Distributed Models)
The flexible model (PDMs) was created by [10] . It is quite different from the other models in the application process. The PDMs are compact parameterized descriptions of a shape based upon statistics. The bounding shape of PDM is categorized into a group of labeled points, and then the differences of these points can be described over a training set that contains objects of various sizes and poses.
One of the proposed methods was suggested by Wiscott et al. [45] , they based on a well-known feature as a method of matching the diagram to a flexible package proposed. The difference in lighting and contrast played important role in success the "Gabor filters" to remove the noise and the changeability in the image. A graph is generated for each face separately as follows: on the face, a group of fiducially points were chooses. Each fiducially point is a node of a completely connected diagram, called with "Gabor filters" then apply a window around the fiducially points.
This technology has really enhanced facial recognition performance under variations of pose, angle, and expression.
Figure1: Grids for face recognition[46]
The face PDM was applied to present the global appearance of the face with the facial features such as (nose, eyes, mouth and eyebrows ). Moreover it can be used to detect multiple faces and has several implementations such as coding and facial expression interpretation [4], [11] . On other hand the detection of face features automatically is considered as one of the difficulties in this approach.
Low level Analysis

Skin -color method
Skin color segmentation can be considered as an important feature to detect human face as well as feature extraction. For this purpose, It can be considered as a rapid technique than others. The color is continual orientation under specific lighting conditions. This effects makes motion valuation much easier, the reason was only the translation model is needed to estimate the motion [12] Skin color can be considered as a significant feature that can be used to detect human face. It has proved effective because it gives a fast detection and provides robust results enough to perform real-time tracking [13] . This process depends on the color of the human face which can be tracked and distinguished from the color of other objects in the scene and the color of the background. [14] proposed a new approach to detect human face as well as facial feature, the two major steps that has been proposed to detect the human face in the suggested images are : Initially, the skin region was segmented from the image using RGB, YCbCr, CEILAB (L*a*b) and HSV color models. The skin region was tested using color models and the knowledge of geometrical properties of human face while the non-skin region was removed using color models with thresholds. The test results showed the distinctive effect of this algorithm in detecting human face.
The skin color segmentation was used from many researchers to detect and recognize the human face from the color images such as [15] - [16] - [17] - [18] - [19] However significant limitations of this method appeared when there is a wide variety of skin colors, light conditions and there are problems with grey level images. Sometimes it can be used as a first step in face detection, but is not suitable for high level feature extraction and analysis.
Motion base
When using the video sequences, the moving object can be detected based on the motion information [20] . The simply thresholding accumulated frame can be used to extract the Animated silhouettes such as body parts and faces. The facial features can be located and extracted by frame differences besides face regions [21] .
Edge
A Laplacian edge detection operator was performed to detect the facial features (nose, eyes, mouth and chin contour) from gray level images [22] . In [23] introduced an algorithm to detect further head outline in addition to the locations of facial features that includes eyes, eyebrows and mouth from a grey-scale image where the edge detectors were used to obtain the face curve. [24] proposed a novel method to detect human face in thermal image as well as the tip of the nose.
The aim of this project was extracted human face from the background and then determined the area under the tip of the nose after detect the nose region. This area was used to measure the respiration rate because it is more affected than other regions by breathing process Initially, the human face was enhanced by using average-low-passfilter to reduce the noise from the image. The prewitt operator was used to segment the face boundaries from the background. The prewitt operator was used to extract the boundaries in horizontal and vertical directions of the human face. After extract the boundaries of the human face, the nose region was extracted based on the eye regions as well as the temperature of this area. Then the area (region of interest ROI) under the tip of the nose was detected and extracted as circle regions. Then the respiration signal was extracted by averaging the pixel values within the ROI for each image and the resulting information was plotted against time.
In general the facial features such as eyebrows and lips seem darker than surrounding regions in the face, then this techniques can be implemented for local minima, meanwhile the local maxima has been implemented to marker the bright facial spots like nose tips then the gray-scale thresholding can be performed for final detection [23] - [25] - [26] . [27] proposed another suggestion method for detecting human face using a neural network.
IMAGE-BASE METHODS
Neural network
This method was suggested to deal with the light problem in the face detection process. The image was segmented into several regions. The neural network was also used to classify the regions into two groups, either face or no face. Pre-processing steps were applied for each region by using a light correction algorithm and histogram equalization techniques. The light correction needed a statistical analysis for the background color to be approximately estimated across the image. While the histogram equalization techniques were used to adjust the histogram of the image in a variety of ways either by averaging the histogram for an image or enhancing the contrast of image. The light condition and skin color problems remained problems with the face detection technique.
The development of this method was suggested by [28] . The facial expressions was detected and located in the human face. All the extracted features from the human face were inputted to Neural-Network to detect the decision of being Neutral face or non-Neutral.
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Facial expression analysis automatically combines a number of tasks which includes face detection, facial features extraction and facial features represented. Based on this analysis the face was classified as Neutral face or NonNeutral. After the face region was extracted by using skin-color technique. Detection and extraction were focused on the six facial point features from the image which were less affected by noise than other parts of the images. The features includes: -two pupil centers, two eyebrow inner end-points and the two corners of the mouth. The distance between these points was calculated. Further, the features of the eyes and the mouth were extracted by an ellipse fitting algorithm and the histogram technique respectively. All the features were inputted to Neural-Network to detect the decision of being Neutral or non-Neutral. This approach was an important technique to reduce the error rates for face recognition, because universal expressions are one of the important reasons for inaccuracy in the recognition process. This approach could detect the face and extract the facial expression and recognition. [29] was present an early example of employing eigen-vectors in face detection and face recognition. The recognition based on a simple neural network for face images.The basis of the eigenfaces method is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Eigen-faces and PCA have been used to represent the face images efficiently [30] .
Eigen faces method as a Linear Sub Space
[31] suggested using eigenface technique to detect and recognize the human face from the color image. This technique was based on calculation of the Euclidian distances between the new eigenface and the previous one. The smallest Euclidean distance is person resembles the most. Although the results showed that sometimes failure occurs, but it have success rate about of 94.7% when applied it to the large database.
Two approaches were suggested from [3] to detect the position of the human face area using the genetic algorithm and detecting the facial features using the eigenface technique. The authors tried to solve several problems such as the orientation of the face, skin color and the lighting effect.
The eye regions play an important role on detecting the facial region and facial features based on the characteristics of eye regions Genetic algorithm and the eigenface techniques were also applied. The possible face regions were determined by using the genetic algorithm, whilst the fitness of these regions was determined using eigenface. . To reduce the searching space, the human eye regions were selected by testing all the valley regions in an image using a genetic algorithm. The pair of possible eye candidates was used to segment the face regions.
The size of human face (Z face ) is proportional to the distance between two eyes (E eye )as in Equation (2) eye face
The relationship between the facial features (the eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth) play significant role in determined the possible face region.. The facial features are then extracted from the detected face regions. The eigenfaces was used to calculate the fitness value for each candidate face. A suitable candidate region was chosen after a number of repetitions, and then features were extracted from this region. The selected face was then further verified by measuring the symmetries and determining the existence of the different facial features.
The significant progress in the performance of this method was proposed by [32] . He suggested the algorithm to detect human face by calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the face images. This calculation depended on locating the human face as well as the eyes in the image uses Principal Component Analysis. This method was succeeded in detecting human faces, and feature extractions in simple and complicated background.
Most researchers have used eigenface and eigenvector to locate the human face and facial features from the color images such as [34] - [35] - [36] - [37] .
Statistical Approach
Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA technique was introduced firstly by [38] which based on the Eigen-faces. [38] . [36] suggested using PCA technique to detect and recognize human face. In this approach the eigenface was extracted for each image in the training set by represented each image in the training set as a linear combination of weighted eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are obtained from covariance matrix of a training image set. Weights are found after selecting the most important set of faces. The classification is done by measuring minimum Euclidean distance that was achieved by projected each test image onto the subspace spanned by the eigen-faces to perform the recognition and detection process [39] . This technique has the advantage to keep the important information of image and rejects the redundant information therefore it considers as an important technique in extraction the facial features from the images. The PCA was used to reduce the large dimensionality of observed variable to the smaller fundamental dimensionality of independent variable without losing much information. This technique was widely used from many researchers such as [40] , [41] .
Support Vector Machine (SVM)
This technique is considered as a linear classifier, in the last 50 years the SVMs become a widely applied classification technique. It played an important role in object detection, and recognition [15] . This technique was work by firstly scanned the images to detect the faces, then scaled the faces image into the image`s patches. The filtered image (output image) is used as input to the recognition classifier which the code expression into different dimension. The SVM trained after selected the facial features [42] .
[1] proposed a new technique to detect and recognize human face by using Support vector machines (SVM). They tried to solve the problem of face detection and face recognition by using SVM with binary tree. They tried to compare SVM with other techniques; the experimental results showed that the SVMs are a better learning algorithm than the nearest center Classification approach (NCC) criterion for face recognition.
A modified method to detect the human face in visible domain using the skin colour was proposed by [42] . They also used a skin colour to detect the human face region. They suggested another technique to reduce the effect of significant limitations of the skin colour by using a high-pass filter. This filter of the wavelet transforms was used to highlight the edges of the selected areas.
Vertical, Horizontal, and filter-like projections were represented as feature vectors .The element vectors were then categorized as face or non-face using either vector support techniques or dynamic programming. Dynamic programming is a classification technique that is used to calculate the best possible path matching between the original feature vector and template feature vector.
The Euclidean distance was used to measure the similarity between these two vectors. The decision is made as face or no-face depends on thresholding the resulting distance.
In this approach the authors attempted to demonstrate that the use of vector machine technique is more appropriate than dynamic programming in face detection process as it is more accurate, faster and cheaper.
[43] tried to achieve sufficient speed and accuracy in SVM techniques; they tried to build a component-based face detector in online face recognition system using SVM classifiers.
Finally, a method was suggested to detect human face as well as feature extraction, human face was detected based on skin color segmentation and then extracted as ellipse region. The nose region was located and extracted as rectangular region in the elliptical facial area. This technique was achieved by threshold and binarization the extracted area and then looking for the longest vertical line.
As the Mouth region represented the bottom part of the face therefore, it was detected based on thresholding the elliptical area, then the mouth area was located by searching the area under the tip of the nose. The longest horizontal line represents the center line of the lips. This area was extracted as rectangular area. The lips were detected in the mouth region based on the threshold techniques as well as the points of the lips corners [44] . Fig.2 shows the extraction of the human face as an elliptical region, the nose as rectangular region while the mouth as an elliptical region with lips. 
Conclusions
Detecting facial features within human face is an important task when dealing with image processing techniques. Facial detection methods can be sorted through a number of methods depending on how they are used and operated.
In this paper, they are classified into featurebased methods and image-based methods. The paper has introduced the advances has made to improve the performance of face detection with facial features.
Finally, we suggested a method to detect and extract human face as elliptical area from the background. The facial features within the face area were located and extracted sequentially. Image processing such as (enhancement, binarazation, thresholding segmentation and edge detection) played an important role to achieve the aims of our proposal. 
